Cornered

With Nowhere To Run. . .Corey Webb is living the American dream--successful business,
beautiful wife, gifted daughter--but the dream he worked so hard to achieve is about to become
a nightmare. When a chance encounter brings him face to face with the dark past hed long
since left behind, Corey knows the threat to his life and family could be deadly. . . .Its Do
Or Die Unpredictable, intelligent, and terrifyingly ruthless, Coreys stalker will settle for
nothing less than complete submission. Hell stop at nothing, and sacrifice anyone, to get what
he wants. Theres no point in running, no chance of hiding, and no hope for Corey and his
family to escape unscathed. . .
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Tim@mad-tourbooking.de From start to finish, Cornered is a superb thriller, directed with
graphic ingenuity and economy -- and with a dash of endearingly naive left-leaning
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Thompson says that when she was meeting with Weinstein to pitch internet technology, he
cornered her and “out-muscled” her as she tried to fight him
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